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The 30 interviews with industry contacts and technology partners explored key questions and topics 
such as their specific digital journeys, success parameters for ecommerce, omnichannel and IT 
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Alignment of business and information technology (IT) strategies is an important and enduring 
theoretical challenge for the information systems discipline, as it has been found to be associated 
with business performance. Prior alignment research has typically looked at alignment between IT 
function and business strategies at the enterprise level, and has left open the question of how 
alignment of business and IT resources occur across multiple functional processes. To address this 
gap, we conduct a longitudinal analysis of a B2B company’s journey to enact its B2C digital strategy 
using the dynamic capabilities lens. We develop, from our findings, a longitudinal model that shows 
the sequence of actions taken in the exercise of Sensing, Seizing and Transforming capabilities to 
develop IT and business resources that are aligned with the new digital strategy. The model reflects 
the dynamics of alignment in the iteration among evolving strategy, exercise of dynamic capabilities, 
and tensions. The creation of hybrid resources – which are a fusion of IT and business – appear to 









Companies today recognize the pervasiveness of data and IT across the enterprise. As a 
result, companies are increasingly turning to digital strategy for competitive advantage. Bhadrawaj et 
al.  (2013, p.472)  define digital strategy as “organizational strategy formulated and executed by 
leveraging digital resources to create differential value.” However, in order for companies to 
successfully implement this strategic shift, they need to be able to re-align their IT and business 
resource base.  
Whilst there has been a strong stream of research looking at the issue of strategic alignment 
between IT and business, these studies have typically focused at the enterprise level and few studies 
have looked at the dynamics of alignment  (Chan and Reich 2007). Furthermore, the dynamics of 
alignment are likely to be especially challenging because digital strategy is transfunctional  
(Bharadwaj et al. 2013), and thus, the alignment requires simultaneous development and 
reconfiguration of IT and business resources across multiple organization processes. As more 
organizations shift towards digital strategy, we need to better understand how organizational IT and 
business resources and processes are developed to align with a new digital strategy. 
We use the dynamic capabilities approach to examine this issue, since this approach focuses 
on how companies develop new resources and routines in order to thrive in changing 
environments. We adapted Teece’s (2007) framework of Sensing, Seizing, and Transforming 
dynamic capabilities and made it more concrete by synthesizing it with four different modes of 
dynamic capabilities (leveraging, creating, accessing and releasing). We conducted a longitudinal 
study of a European sports fashion company that shifted from a pure B2B model to augmenting it 
with an Internet-based B2C digital strategy, over a four-year period. 
Our study resulted in the development of a longitudinal model that shows the sequence of 
leveraging, creating, accessing and releasing actions taken in the exercise of Sensing, Seizing and 
Transforming capabilities to develop IT and business resources that are aligned with the new digital 
strategy. The creation of hybrid resources – which are a fusion of IT and business – appear to be 
critical because of the high integration requirements for digital strategy. The exercise of dynamic 
capabilities may also trigger tensions within the organization. Our findings also show that digital 
strategy may start off somewhat tentatively, and evolve and become more concrete over time. The 
model captures this aspect of alignment dynamics in the iteration among the evolving strategy, 
exercise of dynamic capabilities, and tensions. 
 E
In the following section, we present the relevant literature on IT alignment and dynamic 
capabilities. We then describe our methodology, and present our findings. We conclude with a 
discussion of the results and implications for research and practice. 
 
THEORY 
Aligning Resources to New Digital Strategies  
The alignment of IT with business is considered to be important because alignment has 
been found to be associated with performance in general  (Bergeron et al. 2004; Chan et al. 1997; 
Croteau and Bergeron 2001; Kearns and Sabherwal 2007; Oh and Pinsonneault 2007; Zahra and 
Covin 1993). Alignment has most often been conceptualized and studied as the alignment of IT and 
business strategies at the enterprise level. For example, Reich and Benbasat (1996) define alignment 
as “the degree to which the information technology mission, objectives, and plans support and are 
supported by the business mission, objectives, and plans” (p. 56). Over time, the concept of 
alignment has been refined to reflect the evolving complexities of organizations and pervasiveness 
and fusion of IT throughout organizational processes (El Sawy 2003). 
One refinement has been the recognition that strategic alignment often does not occur only 
at the enterprise level. Some researchers have highlighted that there can be multiple strategies 
within an organization, for example, at the corporate and at the business unit level  (Reynolds and 
Yetton 2015). Alignment therefore needs to be considered at both levels. Other researchers have 
argued for alignment at the process level, since strategy is implemented via a series of processes  
(Queiroz et al. 2012; Tallon 2008). Hence, business and IT alignment need not be equally strong 
across all areas of the organization, but only in those processes that are critical to the strategy. For 
example, a strategy of operational excellence would require IT alignment in the critical processes of 
supplier relations, production and operations, while a strategy of customer intimacy would require 
alignment in critical processes of customer relations, sales and marketing support. 
That business strategy may not be monolithic within an organization, and that alignment 
occurs at various locations in an organization, is salient as organizations begin to embrace digital 
strategies  (Mithas et al. 2013). Digital strategies may be positioned as a complement to existing 
business (and strategies), or potentially as new businesses that may compete with existing businesses 
and strategies. Recent definitions of digital strategy strongly emphasize the pervasiveness and 
embeddedness of IT throughout the organization (c.f., Bhadrawaj et al. (2013, p.472) digital strategy 
provided earlier). These note that digital strategy is distinguished from the traditional view in that it 
is inherently transfunctional, i.e., going beyond viewing IT as a function, recognizing its 
 E$
pervasiveness in other functions such as operations, marketing, and encompassing both function 
and process strategies. Mithas et al. (2013, p.513) further note that digital business strategy implies a 
dynamic synchronization between business and IT to gain competitive advantage. They also imply 
that digital strategy is transfunctional and take the view that firms should consider IT as essential to 
the framing of overall business strategy, that is, a fusion of IT and business strategy, which is in 
contrast to the traditional view of IT as a “functional level strategy that must be aligned with the 
firm’s business strategy” (Bharadwaj et al. 2013, p.472). 
The implementation of digital strategy has implications for the company’s resources and 
capabilities. The need to align IT and business resources to strategy have long been recognized as 
important, as strategy requires a set of aligned resources for its execution. Henderson and 
Venkatraman (1993), in their seminal strategic alignment model, define alignment not only as fit and 
integration between business and IT strategy, but also with business and IT infrastructure. Tallon 
(2008) further strengthens the argument for the value of strategy-resource alignment, by noting that 
the integration of IT and business processes can be causally ambiguous and hence the source of 
superior performance. Other researchers who specifically discuss digital strategy also note the 
importance of resources. For example, Mithas et al. (2013) assert that the company’s investment in 
IT resources is a critical decision in digital strategy, while Grover and Kohli (2013) note that digital 
strategies leverage a company’s ability to rapidly deploy systems on developmental platforms. We 
further argue that the transfunctional nature of digital strategy, together with the recent work on 
process level alignment  (Queiroz et al. 2012; Tallon 2008)  suggests a need for simultaneous 
alignment of specific business and IT resources across multiple functional processes within the 
company, such as logistics, marketing and finance.  
How might this simultaneous alignment of IT and business resources across multiple 
processes be achieved? There is some work on the dynamics of alignment. For example, IT has 
been found to sometimes lag, and at other times lead business change (Burn 1996). Sabherwal et 
al.’s  (2001)  interesting study on the dynamics of alignment found a pattern of long periods of 
relatively stable, evolutionary change, which are punctuated by revolutionary change, usually 
triggered by a combination of environmental shifts, low performance, new leadership or changes in 
perception. The study was, however, focused on strategic and structural alignment, and not on the 
alignment of resources. Hence, while prior research on the dynamics of alignments are helpful to 
our understanding of the overall process of alignment, important questions remain to be answered 
with regard to the actions taken to develop and reconfigure specific resources  (Karpovsky and 
Galliers 2015). To this end, one critical challenge, noted by Galliers (2004) is, given existing IT and 
 E#
business resources and processes can be relatively fixed, how a company would develop new 
resources and processes to support changes in strategy. This challenge continues to be raised in 
recent work – for example, Reynolds and Yetton (2015) also note the role of path dependency 
(Ghemawat 1991), where the organization’s past investments in IT resources and processes would 
constrain its future behavior. In addition, the transfunctional nature of digital strategy highlights 
another related challenge, which is to understand how resources are aligned, not only on an 
individual process basis but as a cluster of related processes that together enact the strategy (Tallon 
2008). 
To answer the question of how a company develops new resources in order to align with 
shifts in its strategy and in the face of existing resources aligned with prior strategy, we found the 
dynamic capabilities approach helpful. The dynamic capability approach attempts to understand 
how companies engage in renewal through changing its resources and routines in response to 
environmental changes  (Dierickx and Cool 1989; Teece et al. 1997). Prior research has also 
suggested that dynamic capabilities play a critical role in the deployment of digital strategy 
(Courtney et al. 2012; Drnevich and Croson 2013; Reynolds and Yetton 2015). 
 
Dynamic Capabilities  
The dynamic capabilities approach argues that companies with the abilities to change their 
resources and routines, and, in turn, their products and services are better at surviving and thriving 
in changing environments  (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Teece et al. 1997). Thus, we argue that this 
approach speaks directly to our main research question of how IT and business resources and 
processes are reconfigured to align with a new strategy. We draw on Helfat et al.’s (2009)  
definition, as it synthesizes the core related ideas across three of the more influential definitions in 
the dynamic capabilities literature  (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Teece et al. 1997; Zollo and Winter 
2002). Dynamic capability is “the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend, and 
modify its resource base” (Helfat et al. 2009).  
A small set of studies in IT alignment have argued that organizations need to possess a set of 
alignment capabilities to enable them to fully take advantage of changes in strategies  (Chan and 
Reich 2007; Gupta et al. 1997; Street 2006). Some of these alignment capabilities include 
environmental scanning and assessing, building stakeholder commitment, prioritizing of resources 
and experiments. We find that this set of alignment capabilities resonate with the notion of dynamic 
capability and how it was employed to support new strategies (Montealegre 2002; Wheeler 2002). 
For example, Daniel and Wilson (2003) studied five companies engaged in e-business 
 E?
transformations and found that the following dynamic capabilities were critical in aligning the 
business with the new strategy: rapid strategizing and evaluation, developing commitment among 
key internal and external stakeholders, iterative development of value propositions and 
reconfiguration of processes, as well as ability to integrate systems, channels and strategies. The 
capabilities identified in these studies map closely with Teece’s (2007) theoretical framework of 
dynamic capabilities. We draw on Teece’s  (2007; 2009)  dynamic capabilities framework to 
understand the process of ongoing alignment in a digital strategy environment. Teece 
conceptualized three broad categories of dynamic capabilities to sustain competitiveness in a 
changing environment: Sensing capability, Seizing capability and Transforming capability.  
The dynamic capability of Sensing  is very much a scanning, learning, and interpretive activity to 
discover and create new opportunities  (Teece 2009). In IT research, it is critical for companies to 
be able to absorb new information, identify new technological opportunities, and to select and 
develop new strategic plans  (Daniel and Wilson 2003; Montealegre 2002; Wheeler 2002). This 
capability is especially relevant in digital strategy given the explosion of data concerning consumers’ 
behavior, companies’ actions, and industry conditions  (Bharadwaj et al. 2013; Mithas et al. 2013). 
Companies need the ability to interpret and make sense of the data to develop their strategies. To 
exercise this capability, Teece (2009) argues that companies must put in place processes to steer 
through uncertainty and gain insight. These processes involve gathering and filtering technological, 
market, and competitive information from both inside and outside the company, making sense of it 
and figuring out implications for action. However, as attention is a scarce resource, management 
must carefully allocate resources for search and discovery. The company’s articulated strategy can 
become a filter so that attention is not diverted to every opportunity and threat that search reveals.  
The dynamic capability of Seizing  follows naturally after a new (technological or market) 
opportunity is sensed  (Teece 2007). A company needs to have the capability to execute changes in 
resources and routines after the opportunities and strategic plans have been identified. IT research 
points to the importance of leveraging, investing and co-opting internal and external IT and 
business resources while maintaining a degree of flexibility as the company learns-by-doing and 
explores the different strategic opportunities  (Daniel and Wilson 2003; Montealegre 2002). 
Practically, this involves investments in new structures and processes for developing and 
commercializing new products or services. Teece (2007) argues that these investments should be 
balanced with investments in maintaining complementary competencies and assets. Digital 
technology has made this development process even more complex given the accelerated speed of 
 EA
product launches for digital content, services, and products through multiple industry platforms  
(Bharadwaj et al. 2013; Rai et al. 2012).  
The Transforming  dynamic capability refers to the company’s ability to orchestrate assets and 
corporate renewal  (Teece 2007). This requires managers to continuously work on “asset alignment, 
co-alignment, realignment, and redeployment”  (Teece 2007, p.1336). The transforming capability is 
more critical in the ongoing alignment process as it attempts to ensure that the entire company 
structures, resources, and processes are aligned with the changes enacted as part of the digital 
strategy. This may involve revamping of routines, restructuring of departments, managing co-
specialized assets, and putting in place governance and knowledge development structures. The 
capability enables the firm to integrate the new business processes with existing businesses. IT 
studies explicitly point to the need to integrate the new IT assets and business opportunities  
(Daniel and Wilson 2003), as well as to establish commitment and trust  (Montealegre 2002; 
Wheeler 2002). 
From Teece’s  (2007; 2009)  work, as well as dynamic capability research on e-business 
transformation  (Daniel and Wilson 2003; Wheeler 2002), we have a framework that helps us to 
understand that resources and processes are created and aligned through exercising Sensing, Seizing 
and Transforming capabilities. However, when applied to our question of how IT and business 
resource reconfigurations are aligned with digital strategy, we find that the specific actions for 
creating and aligning resources in the exercise of each dynamic capability are not clear. Different 
studies refer to varying actions. For example, Daniel and Wilson (2003) observe that companies 
developing new capabilities often rely on the creation of cross-functional teams. They also note that 
companies require access to external knowledge and systems for resources that are not available 
within the company. Montealegre (2002) refers to the need for activities such as investing, 
leveraging and co-opting resources but does not elaborate specifically on how and what resources 
were reconfigured or renewed. As such, there is no consistent approach to understanding the set of 
actions that a company might take in creating and reconfiguring resources. Second, while Teece 
(2007) and some empirical studies (e.g.,  (Danneels 2008)  have noted the presence of tensions and 
conflict, the studies that outline actions involved in exercising dynamic capabilities tend to assume 
that the process is relatively unproblematic. How the tensions interact with the exercise of dynamic 
capabilities and the emerging resource configuration is thus not well understood. 
We argue that Teece’s (2007) dynamic capability framework could be complemented with a set of 
concepts that map out how each dynamic capability is exercised in the ongoing alignment process 
for digital strategy. We drew on Danneels’ (2011) empirical study of how dynamic capability 
 E 
operates through four different modes - Leveraging, Creating, Accessing and Releasing – that were 
developed from Eisenhardt and Martin’s (2000) seminal article.  
Leveraging involves putting existing resources to new uses  (Danneels 2002; Danneels 2007). 
Leveraging existing resources requires that these are fungible  (Teece 1982)  —the degree to which 
resources are amenable to other applications. Examples of fungible resources include product 
brand, business models, configurable IT infrastructure, distribution access and manufacturing 
facilities. Each of these fungible resources could be applied to other products or strategies. In 
traditional strategy research, acts of leveraging include the extraction of additional value from 
under-utilized resources or using existing capability as a stepping-stone to build a new capability. 
The latter form of leveraging is especially apt for digital resources and digital strategy since many of 
the digital resources such as mobile networks, cloud computing, web services, etc. are being utilized 
to rapidly scale the scope of a company’s products and services  (Woodard et al. 2013). By adapting 
existing resources, especially digital resources, the leveraging mode explicitly helps align existing 
company resources with the new strategy. The transfunctional nature of digital strategy also 
suggests that leveraging of resources will need to occur in multiple functional processes. 
Dynamic capability is also exercised through creat ing  new resources and processes, which are 
combined to form a new capability  (Danneels 2002; Danneels 2011), such as new technological 
capability (the ability of the company to make certain physical products) or customer/market 
capability (the ability of the company to serve a particular market or customer group). Examples of 
such resources and processes include R&D assets and activities  (Danneels 2002), forming new 
alliances and relationships with external app developers  (Bharadwaj et al. 2013)  or product 
development routines that combine existing company resources to create new processes  
(Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). This mode is important in the ongoing alignment process since not 
all existing resources could be amenable to the new digital strategy. Further, the transfunctional 
nature of digital strategy suggests that resource creation is likely to occur not only at the enterprise 
level for enterprise-spanning resources, (e.g., IT infrastructure), but also specifically for a range of 
processes (e.g., logistics systems, sales systems). 
Access ing  is the use of external resources e.g., from vendors or partners  (Eisenhardt and Martin 
2000). Accessing changes a company’s resource base by adding a resource that the company may 
not possess. Usually, firms access resources that are complementary to resources in the company  
(Danneels 2002; Danneels 2011). The accessing mode, like the creating mode, aids in the alignment 
process by supplementing areas where the existing resource base is lacking. In the digital domain, 
companies are increasingly accessing shared digital platforms like Salesforce.com, Amazon web 
 EC
hosting services, or business community platforms like healthcare exchanges to supplement their 
digital resources  (Markus and Loebbecke 2013). The relative novelty of digital strategies and hence 
the associated resources also mean that many companies may not have expertise internally, and 
hence accessing external resources is likely to be significant in aligning to digital strategy. 
 Releasing involves dropping existing resources, such as reducing the workforce or removing 
resource combinations that no longer provide competitive advantage as markets, strategies and 
users change  (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). Some of these resources may be redeployed for other 
uses or processes within the firms  (Danneels 2011). This mode has important implication for 
alignment in that it may be necessary in dealing with path dependent constraints. Thus, in situations 
where certain existing resource configurations e.g., legacy systems, may not be optimal for a new 
digital strategy, the resource configurations may be altered by releasing these systems from the 
company’s network so as to realign the resource base with the strategy. 
The resultant framework combines the three types of dynamic capabilities (from Teece’s work) and 
the four modes of exercising dynamic capability  (Danneels 2011; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). 
This framework has been applied in an in depth longitudinal case study of Hummel—a B2B 
supplier of sports fashion goods—who was able to significantly realign its resources and implement 
a new B2C digital strategy. The framework enabled us to identify, analyze and understand the 
actions taken as well as the interactions among strategy, resources and tensions, during the four year 
period of developing and reconfiguring resources for the new B2C digital strategy. 
 
METHODS  
In order to understand more deeply how resources are created and reconfigured to align to a new 
digital strategy, we decided to use a revelatory case study approach  (Sarker et al. 2012; Yin 1989)  in 
the form of a detailed, longitudinal case study. This approach allowed for tracing the development 
of resources in its natural settings over time, rather than through frequencies or incidences  (Yin 




We chose Hummel because we were able to study closely its shift to a new digital strategy and its 
accommodating resource reconfiguration from 2010 to 2014. Hummel was founded in 1923 in 
Hamburg, Germany, but is now based in Aarhus, Denmark. Hummel operates in the sport and 
lifestyle apparel, footwear and accessories market, with an annual turnover of US$240 million, and 
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is one of the fastest growing sportswear brands in the industry in recent years. Traditionally, all of 
Hummel’s sales have been B2B through distributors, agents and licensed partners in over 40 
countries. Hummel’s largest markets are Denmark, Germany and Japan.  
In 2010, Hummel recognized that to compete against larger sporting and lifestyle brands such as 
Adidas and Nike, it had to enter into B2C ecommerce. The CEO therefore initiated a digital 
strategy, which included the development of B2C ecommerce. IT was essential to the framing of 
the new business strategy, and would require leveraging existing back-end IT systems and 
development of new B2C facing IT systems. The strategy would also require leveraging existing 
business resources, such as marketing images, product text, logistic and finance processes, and new 
business resources, such as B2C ecommerce governance and processes. The digital strategy was as 
such a fusion of IT and business strategy.  
However, as a traditional B2B company, Hummel had neither experience nor capabilities in the 
B2C arena. The company therefore embarked on a series of actions to develop resources to enable 
the shift to B2C. In 2012, Hummel carefully piloted B2C ecommerce in a limited way in Denmark 
and Germany; in 2013, after 90 years of operating an exclusively B2B business, the company rolled 
out full B2C ecommerce in Germany. In 2014 the company rolled out B2C ecommerce to other 
countries.  
  
Data Collection  
The data collection commenced in August 2010 and concluded in December 2014. We used 
multiple sources of data, including interviews, documents and observations. We were able to obtain 
in-depth access to Hummel’s resource reconfiguration as one of the co-authors was involved in the 
strategy formulation and the resource development. 
At the strategic level, 42 interviews were conducted with top management (CEO, Chief 
Marketing Officer, Chief Sales Officer and company owner). The interviews were in-depth, semi-
structured and open-ended. Key questions asked included how they each viewed the development 
of IT and business resources to align with new digital strategy in their respective roles. The 
interviews were recorded, transcribed and analyzed.  
Further, another 116 interviews with Hummel internal employees and external partners were 
conducted. The interviewees were predominantly departmental managers in the various functions 
involved, but all levels of the company were represented in the interviews. Interviews were between 
30 minutes and two hours in length, were nearly all tape-recorded, and extensive notes were made 
during the interviews. Interviews with individuals focused on how the individuals or departments 
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were involved in developing the B2C ecommerce. There were also cross-departmental group 
interviews (e.g., steering and project groups) that focused on how the company as a whole could 
build B2C ecommerce to align with the new business strategy. Table 1 below summarizes the 
interviews, which are categorized chronologically in the table horizontally by Sensing, Seizing and 
Transforming, and vertically by internal department or external partner with the number of 
interviews indicated accordingly.  
 
Table 1: Interviews 






Strategic Management    
CEO 1 6 6 
CMO 1 7 4 
CSO 2 3 3 
Owner 1 1 1 
Board 1 1  
Senior Management Group  4  
                          Subtotal = 42 6 22 14 
Functional Departments    
IT 1 3 1 
Marketing 2 6 1 
Sales  2  
Finance 1   
Logistics 1 3  
Export 1 7  
Design 2   
Digital  14  
                          Subtotal = 45 8 35 2 
Cross Functional     
Project groups incl. vendor  14  
Steering Group  3  
Hummel country partners 1 19 4 
                          Subtotal = 41 1 36 4 
External    
Technology partners 1 3  
Industry contacts 1 22 3 
                          Subtotal = 30 2 25 3 
                          Total = 158 17 118 23 
 
We reviewed a wide range of documents, including company documents (e.g., Brand book, country 
contracts, 2016 strategy and plans, yearly departmental plans, etc.), presentation slides for the B2C 
proposal and updates to management, archives (e.g., historical marketing campaigns, website 
contracts, etc.), emails (e.g., between owner and management group, between management group 
and the digital team, etc.), meeting minutes (of meetings with different Hummel countries, 
management meetings, and marketing meetings).  
 
6 Our data collection began in August 2010. However, the Sensing capability actually began in early 2010.   
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Data Analysis  
We first wrote up the case chronologically, describing the key challenges, actions and milestones. 
This was presented to senior management multiple times during the four years and was more 
formally validated in semi-structured interviews in 2014, thus verifying the accuracy of data and our 
interpretation of it  (Mason 1996).  
We then categorized the case study data according to Teece’s (2009) Sensing, Seizing and 
Transforming dynamic capabilities. As Teece (2009) conceptualized these capabilities as occurring 
sequentially over time, our first iteration between theory and data was to identify the time periods 
during which each dynamic capability was primary, and the broad set of associated activities. 
In our study, we observed that Hummel began exercising the Sensing capabi l i ty  when the 
Hummel CEO began scanning information on the subject of digital strategy and interpreting, 
sensing and shaping this new opportunity for the company. This set of activities culminated in a 
digital strategy for B2C ecommerce. Once the broad B2C strategy had been outlined, we observed 
Hummel exercising the Seizing capabi l i ty  by addressing major IT and business resource 
development decisions, i.e., whether to handle ecommerce in-house or to outsource it to a third 
party, ecommerce company. This then culminated in the launch of the global website with pilot 
B2C ecommerce. We identified that Hummel began to exercise the Transforming capabi l i ty  when 
it simultaneously developed and integrated the IT and business resources for a pilot launch of B2C 
ecommerce to full ecommerce, extended the B2C site to other countries and added enhancements 
such as mobile functionality.  
After this initial identification of the broad set of activities for each dynamic capability in 
the creation and implementation of Hummel’s digital strategy, we analyzed the actions within each 
dynamic capability in terms of the four modes  (Danneels 2002; 2007; 2011). We coded actions that 
put existing resources to new use as Leveraging mode. In our study, this was exemplified in the 
following: extending the existing ERP system for B2C ecommerce use, reconfiguring existing 
marketing image creation processes, and adapting logistics warehouse systems and processes. We 
coded actions that developed new resources for the new business opportunity as Creat ing  mode. 
Examples included Hummel creating the new role of Head of Digital, a new Digital department, 
and new governance procedures for B2C ecommerce. Actions related to using external resources 
from a vendor or by alliances were coded as Access ing  mode. An example was Hummel accessing 
external resources from the ecommerce system vendor for its B2C website and ecommerce system, 
the content management system, and its payment systems. We coded actions that involved 
dropping existing resources and routines as Releasing  mode; for example, Hummel’s redirection of 
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traffic from its existing HQ website after the new global website was launched. Tables 2 to 4 
summarize our coding of the four modes for the Sensing, Seizing and Transforming capabilities.  
As we coded the modes, it became clear that there were organizational challenges in each 
period that shaped the way the modes were exercised, the emergent strategy development, and the 
resultant resources and capabilities. For example, one tension that emerged early was the Sales 
department’s concern with cannibalization of their B2B sales and effect on relationships with 
distributors. We iterated with theory and decided to code these challenges as “tension” (Danneels 
2011; Teece 2007). 
Finally, given that the IT literature has traditionally identified IT and business resources, we 
analyzed the resources that were being adapted or created through the exercise of each dynamic 
capability IT or business resource. Examples of IT resources include IT systems, IT department 
employees and skills, IT processes. Business resources included personnel, processes, equipment 
and facilities in departments such as Service center, Logistics and Marketing. In doing so, we found 
a number of resources, such as the Digital department employees and roles, where business and IT 
were so fused, that we could not classify them as either business or IT resources. We therefore 





Existing Business Strategy 
Hummel had been operating as a sports fashion B2B supplier since its inception in 1923. Its 
corporate business strategy was fully focused on developing products to sell via large sport retail 
chains and sport specialists. To support this strategy Hummel had developed business resources 
and IT resources that enabled it to be competitive in this particular market. The business resources 
included a distinctive and well-known design, good manufacturing partnerships, and logistics, 
finance, marketing, sales and service tuned to its B2B customers, which ensured that the company 
delivered quality products at the right time.  
The IT resources that supported the business strategy included an ERP system (Microsoft 
Dynamics Navision or “NAV”) and a well-established IT department that functioned as a support 
mechanism for the ERP system. The IT Manager had been with Hummel for many years and was 
responsible for implementing the ERP system back in 1998.  
However, in 2010, Hummel decided to establish a direct contact to the end-consumer via 
digital channels, and thereby change its corporate business strategy to include digital strategy for 
business-to-consumer (B2C). This was a new strategic direction that included developing digital 
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initiatives to create a differential value for the company. As described in the next section, the new 
strategy emerged from the CEO sensing the need for Hummel to include a digital B2C business. 
This was an area, which Hummel had not touched on before. Hence, the company did not possess 
any knowhow, processes or capabilities to steer in this new direction. It needed to reconfigure and 
develop resources to align with the new digital business strategy.  
But how could an entrenched B2B company move into B2C? Below, we explicate how 
Hummel developed its B2C ecommerce business resources and IT resources to align with the new 
corporate digital strategy – and specifically how these evolved temporally together with the strategy 
through the Sensing, Seizing and Transforming capabilities. 
 
Sensing Capability: Jan 2010 - Dec 2010 
For some time, the CEO had been scanning information on the subject of B2C ecommerce 
in order to make sense of and shape this new opportunity, but the entire company still needed to 
learn more about the new business opportunity before they were able to interpret what it meant for 
Hummel. The CEO recalled that ecommerce had been mentioned informally at Board meetings in 
2009 for the first time, “not as a strategic element, more like, ‘we also need to be in on it.’” He further 
explained that there were no existing B2C or digital knowhow, skills or resources within the 
company: 
“The only thing I knew was that this thing [digital] was something we needed to do something about. 
Internally in the company, including myself, we had no such knowledge at all as to what the world or market 
would bring in the next three or four years [in terms of digital]. So we needed something; we needed capacity, 
brain and power within this area. So that was actually the only knowledge I really had.” (Hummel CEO) 
 
The Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) similarly explained the reason for changing the 
business strategy as a sense of a new dynamic in the market: 
“The reason was first and foremost, that we in general wanted to strengthen our digital capability but also 
competence. We knew that it was an area that Hummel did not possess any significant skills within so we 
saw the possibility to strengthen our profile. Another reason was that I thought we might achieve some 
competitive advantage at some point. I didn’t understand to what extent, where and when, to be quite 
honest.” (Hummel CMO) 
 
In the beginning of 2010, the CEO met with an experienced ecommerce executive to 
explore how Hummel could benefit from taking advantage of the new digital channels for sales and 
marketing purposes. Following numerous discussions and deliberations, the CEO created a new 
position, Head of Digital, with the responsibility for setting up social media and B2C ecommerce 
capabilities within the company. The CEO then began to learn about new digital opportunities and 
evaluated the possibilities through conversations with the Head of Digital and the departments 
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involved in potential digital projects, as well as through internal and external research and insights 
gathered by the Head of Digital. He noted “2010 was the year where I and the Board of Directors decided to 
have a more strategic focus on the web and the possibilities it gave.” 
The new Head of Digital was seen as both a business resource and an IT resource. As a 
business resource she should work directly with sales and marketing related operations and work in 
close relationship with logistics, finance and IT to enable and operate digital projects like social 
media and ecommerce. As an IT resource she was expected to have extensive knowhow about IT 
applications, architecture and infrastructure. She was as such a hybrid – a fusion between business 
and IT, which could link this new corporate business strategy of going digital to the existing 
resources in the company. In terms of IT infrastructure, she should make sure that the new digital 
systems would be carefully built around the existing IT systems, so that they were complementing 
each other.  
The first task for the Head of Digital was to gradually take stock of the current business and 
IT resources and evaluate how these were applicable for B2C ecommerce. This included initiating 
and building individual relationships with all the departments in the company, introducing them to 
ecommerce and what it could mean to their existing functions and processes. Most employees 
involved had quite a strong reaction to this, as it would mean extra workload on top of their already 
stressed jobs. In addition, B2C ecommerce was also unknown territory for the employees, and they 
questioned not only their own competencies, but also the business consequences for the company. 
For example, the Logistics Manager stated, “but we are a B2B company!”  Although there was a general 
sense of confusion – as no one had been given any formal directive about the new B2C business 
strategy– some departments began to have an initial understanding of the project through the 
informal conversations exploring the utilization of the existing B2B systems and processes for B2C 
ecommerce.  
The IT department started to share their knowhow about the creation and processes of 
product data, the structure of data in the ERP system and the integration possibilities. They 
contributed knowhow about possible solutions for specific B2C ecommerce system challenges. For 
example, Hummel’s existing ERP system had been utilized solely for B2B since 1998. However, in 
order to build B2C ecommerce, Hummel had to figure out how to use the existing data and 
integrate it with the new B2C ecommerce frontend system. This was not straightforward, as the IT 
Manager did not have any B2C knowledge and was also very protective of his system. He did not 
want B2C customer data in the ERP system, as it would not be able to handle the volume, and he 
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did not want B2C product data in the ERP system, as it could not handle all the different attributes 
(e.g., pictures, videos, sales descriptions, size guides, etc.), and so on.  
The Logistics and Finance department similarly started to share their knowhow during the 
informal discussions, and contributed to possible solutions for specific B2C ecommerce challenges. 
For example, Logistics already had a day-to-day service setup with single package delivery for B2B 
customers that conceivably could be reconfigured for B2C use. It would need different packaging 
and handling, including a different B2C labeling, invoicing and payment structure and returns 
process, but it seemed feasible at that point.  
There were, however, some managers and departments who were strongly opposed to 
introducing B2C ecommerce. The process of leveraging the existing B2B resources for B2C created 
tensions, due to the lack of alignment between the new business strategy and the existing resources. 
In particular, the Chief Sales Officer (CSO) disapproved of the project, saying that if it was decided 
to launch B2C ecommerce, he would leave:  
“The dealers in Denmark would be really pissed off. Even if they get a cut of the sale. I have said that if we 
do open a webshop in Denmark it will be without me.” (Hummel CSO) 
 
The CSO’s opinion shaped his team’s attitude towards B2C ecommerce and this overall 
tension influenced the emerging strategy and consequent actions. For example, the nascent B2C 
strategic direction was developed with attention to how it would be positioned relative to the 
existing B2B business. The ecommerce sales strategy was carefully designed to avoid cannibalization 
of the existing wholesale accounts by positioning the B2C website as a support tool, and not as a 
sales tool (e.g., not offering product categories that were widely distributed in the B2B channels, not 
offering discounts and not providing free shipping).  
Organization structure-wise, it also meant that the ecommerce project was placed under 
Marketing and hence missed the knowledge sharing, involvement and commitment from the Sales 
and Customer Service department. However, by accepting that the project was limited by these 
factors, the focus of the ecommerce project shifted to developing the systems and IT infrastructure 
backend, and the B2C website as a product support tool frontend. Inherently, there were no sales 
or commercial KPIs in the initial ecommerce strategy.  
Following the initial evaluation, the Head of Digital presented the ecommerce strategy to 
the board. The B2C strategy had a “non-cannibalizing” position relative to the existing B2B 
business. The strategy included a five-year plan for roll out, budget for building the required IT 
systems, and for hiring of people needed for the ecommerce project. The Board approved the 
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strategic plan. With the Board’s commitment, strategy and budget, as well as dedicated human 
capital, Hummel began to exercise the Seizing capability.  
 
Table 2. Sensing Dynamic Capability: Leveraging, Creating, Accessing and Releasing Resources 
 IT Resources Business Resources 
Leveraging IT department knowhow:  
- Initiate relationship with IT department 
- Informally evaluate existing IT knowhow and 
fungibility 
- Explore IT department’s B2B knowhow for 
B2C utilization  
 
ERP, warehouse and finance systems: 
- Informally evaluate existing B2B systems and 
their fungibility for B2C utilization 
 
Logistics Dept. & Warehousing, Finance Dept, 
Sales and Customer services, Marketing Dept: 
- Initiate relationships  
- Informally evaluate existing knowhow and 
processes and their fungibility 
Creating Hybrid Resources: 
- Hire a Head of Digital with knowledge of both marketing, sales and IT 
- Commence development of new digital expertise in the company 
- B2C ecommerce strategy, budget and roll out plan 
Accessing - - 




- Head of Digital position 
- Digital expertise 
- B2C ecommerce strategy 
 
Table 2 summarizes the existing B2B business resources and B2B IT resources and how 
they were purposefully extended, created or modified via the four modes into new B2C business 
resources and B2C IT resources in order to align with the new digital strategy. In exercising the 
Sensing capability, Hummel developed a Head of Digital position, an initial B2C ecommerce 
strategy and had commenced development of digital expertise within the company. No IT 
resources or business resources had yet been developed for B2C use, but relationships were 
initiated and the Head of Digital had informally evaluated the existing IT and business knowhow, 
set-up and fungibility for B2C use.  
 
Seizing Capabilities: Jan 2011 – Mar 2012  
Once the Board approved the broad five-year B2C ecommerce plan and budget, the 
development of resources to enable the digital strategy became more focused. One of the major 
development decisions that had to be made next, was whether to handle ecommerce in-house or to 
outsource it to a professional ecommerce company. This decision would shape the second round of 
the digital strategy refinement.  
Given the company’s lack of experience and resources for B2C ecommerce, outsourcing 
was seriously considered. An out-sourced ecommerce solution (third-party platform) would require 
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Hummel to hire an ecommerce company to manage its ecommerce operations - from purchasing 
and fulfillment to website management and customer service. The ecommerce shop would be 
treated as a normal individual store, for which Hummel would allocate an assortment and ship to 
the ecommerce company’s warehouse. The ecommerce company would then ship the products 
directly to the end-consumer when they purchased from the webshop. The ecommerce company 
would also ensure traffic flow to the website, and would service all customer emails and phone calls. 
Hummel would not have any direct contact with the end-consumer. This solution had a shared 
revenue model with a minimum monthly payment plus payment for services provided by the 
ecommerce company. Choosing this option would mean that Hummel did not have to invest in 
building internal B2C ecommerce capabilities, but would treat the ecommerce business as a normal 
B2B account.  
An in-house ecommerce solution (owned platform) would require Hummel to invest in new 
B2C ecommerce systems and in establishing a Digital department internally at the company. The 
entire company also had to be educated in B2C ecommerce, and many departments such as 
Logistics, Finance, Sales, Customer Service and Export would have additional responsibilities on 
top of their already busy work schedules. However, an owned platform would result in having full 
control of the new business, i.e., when and where to roll out ecommerce (control of timing and 
geography), which assortment (control of product mix), and which service levels and branding 
message (control of branding and governance). This solution would give full control of the brand 
online, and allow for proactively managing potential channel conflicts.  
Extensive discussions between the Head of Digital and Hummel’s management led to the 
realization that the outsourced solution would not align well with the non-cannibalizing position of 
Hummel’s B2C strategy. Also, if Hummel did not launch ecommerce in Denmark, the earnings 
would be too low for the shared revenue model of the outsourced solution. More importantly, it 
was paramount for Hummel to have full control of the brand across all online sales and 
communication channels globally in order to manage the potential channel conflict and to create an 
aligned global brand. The CEO stated:  
“The online sales are not my priority now. Businesswise, it does not matter if I turnover one million, five or 
ten millions. That is not my worry. But if I don’t get to control the brand and the sales distribution online, 
that would be a worry.” (Hummel CEO) 
 
Hence, this tension between building B2C sales volumes versus carefully controlling the 
B2C sales to protect the B2B business and obtain brand control led to choosing the in-house 
solution. This decision further shaped the digital strategy and helped align resources with the “non-
cannibalizing position". B2C ecommerce was treated as a digital strategy, as opposed to an IT 
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strategy, as the strategy involved not just systems, but depended heavily on business processes and 
resources in Logistics, Finance, Marketing and Sales.  
To support the non-cannibalizing, in-house digital B2C strategy, both business and IT 
resources had to be strengthened. Hummel decided to create a Digital department within the 
company, as a separate function, which was expected to bridge the business processes (sales, 
marketing, logistics, finance, etc.) and backend IT as well as managing all digital B2C initiatives 
including external IT system vendor relations and integrations. The Digital department was 
therefore treated as a hybrid resource. A specific position, an Ecommerce Coordinator, was hired to 
coordinate the projects related to internal and external IT infrastructure, data and integration. The 
Ecommerce Coordinator would also write standard operating procedures (SoPs) in order to 
formalize the new processes within Hummel to ensure that all people involved in ecommerce 
would work in a standardized manner. A Digital Communicator was also hired to develop and 
structure digital communication across all channels, as well as orchestrate and support all Hummel 
countries and partners in communicating and interacting via digital platforms in an aligned and 
coherent manner. 
The Digital department was critical in reconfiguring and developing new IT resources. They 
specified the requirements for a B2C ecommerce system and chose a system vendor that could 
develop a custom solution to fit Hummel’s unique needs. They managed the vendor relationship 
closely and collaborated with the vendor and the IT department in defining the system 
infrastructure and product data structure for the B2C frontend as well as the various integrations. 
This required quite a large “data wash” - cleaning up the product data and establishing a new 
structure for future product data creation. The new data structure was dependent on both IT and 
business resources. For example, it required that all product designers standardize the creation of 
new product attributes in the ERP system, that marketing coordinators create new images for the 
digital media, and that the systems handle the larger amount of new data. The different business 
and IT processes had to work closely together, as the resulting product data would be directly 
exported to the B2C website, making all product attributes and marketing images in the back-end 
systems visible to the end-consumer visiting the B2C website. If there were errors in the data, it 
would be displayed directly to the end-consumer, which could hurt the brand image. The process of 
cleaning up and structuring the data creation in the ERP system resulted in Hummel having one 
central system for creation and maintenance of data, which could be exported into numerous 
systems going forward. It also resulted in structured data, which could be aggregated and 
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monitored, so that digital initiatives (e.g. website activity, ecommerce sales, digital marketing 
campaigns, etc.) could be measured real-time.  
Business resources were simultaneously reconfigured to support the evolving B2C strategy. 
A steering group and cross-departmental project groups were created to launch the new business. 
The steering group consisted of the CEO, CMO, CFO, and Head of Digital, while all departments 
were represented across eight project groups. The project groups were setup to solve different 
challenges e.g., the Logistic project group, which was concerned with developing pick, pack, 
shipping and return handling for B2C, consisted of employees from the Logistic department, 
Finance department, IT department, and Digital department. Furthermore, existing processes had 
to be reconfigured. For example, Marketing and Creative processes were restructured to cater for 
B2C requirements (e.g., new photography, packshot7 and video set-up, revised catalogue set-up, 
revised campaign set-up, etc.). It was essential to include all departments across the project groups, 
as the ecommerce site not only depended on but also impacted all departments once it was 
launched. Working together meant that expertise was shared and solutions were found by 
incorporating different points of views. 
The departments who felt threatened by the new project, e.g., Sales and Customer Service, 
did not contribute much, and their work processes were therefore not fully reconfigured or 
optimized for B2C ecommerce. Furthermore, the consistent tension between the existing B2B sales 
channel and the new B2C sales channel, which was most prominent in the Danish home market, 
resulted in launching just three products for sale in Denmark, while a fuller range was launched in 
Germany.  
New business processes for B2C included governance (e.g., a Digital Manual, which stated 
guidelines and directives for areas related to ecommerce on Hummel’s own platform and external 
platforms), SoPs for data handling, payment flows, B2C customer service, etc. as well as structures, 
routines and 24/7 systems service for ecommerce. All these, together with the website and 
ecommerce system (built by the IT vendor) and the integrations with the existing ERP system 
formed the foundation of the website. It was through the tight fusion of internal and external 
business and IT resources that collectively made the initial B2C digital business possible. Because of 
this interplay, it became possible to show campaigns, real-time product data, stock levels and prices 
from the existing ERP system on the new frontend B2C website and ship products to the end-
consumer. The global brand website with pilot ecommerce in Denmark and Germany were then 
launched.  
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7 A packshot is a photograph of a product (often on a mannequin), which clearly shows the attributes of the product.
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Table 3. Seizing Dynamic Capability: Leveraging, Creating, Accessing and Releasing Resources 
 IT Resources Business Resources 
Leveraging IT department knowhow: 
- Establish work and steering group with IT 
department involvement 
- Use IT department’s B2B functions and 
processes for building integrations to B2C systems 
 
B2B ERP system: 
- Describe existing system infrastructure and 
product data   
- Involve vendor to help with data-wash and 
integrations 
- Hand over project to responsible job functions 
(Ecommerce Coordinator) – formalize routines 
- Utilize ERP system for B2C ecommerce 
 
Logistics and Finance systems: 
- Extend B2B logistics and finance IT systems and 
integrations for B2C use 
Logistics department & warehousing,  
Finance department, Sales and Customer 
services, Marketing department: 
- Establish work and steering group with Logistics, 
Finance, Sales, and Marketing department 
involvement 
- Extend business departments’ functions and 
processes for B2C use 
- Extend warehouse, Service Centre and systems for 
B2C use 




- Utilize brand awareness for traffic to the website 
- Utilize brand desire for ecommerce sales 
Creating Hybrid Resources: 
- Set up a Digital Department 
- Hire two additional employees: an Ecommerce Coordinator and a Digital Communicator 
- Launch global website, with governance processes, SoPs, and structures for ecommerce 
- Launch ecommerce as a pilot to test B2B and market reaction 
Accessing Content Management System:  
- Decide on building an aligned global platform 
instead of having multiple local websites 
- Select CMS system and vendor 
- Use vendor’s CMS system and knowhow 
- Test and refine 
 
Ecommerce system:  
- Decide on having ecommerce in-house  
- Select ecommerce system and vendor 
- Use vendor’s ecommerce system and vendor’s 
developers in order to customize system  
- Test and refine 
- Launch ecommerce system 
 
Payment system:  
- Select B2C ecommerce payment system 
- Integrate payment system with ecommerce 
system and ERP system  
- Test and refine 
- Launch payment system with ecommerce system 
 
IT & Digital Knowhow:  
- Use an external digital consultant from the 
ecommerce vendor 2 days a week in order to 
access digital knowhow and innovation skills 
- Use the digital consultant’s knowledge for 
bridging between in-house IT and ecommerce 
vendor 
 





- Digital department 
- Digital employees 
- Governance processes, SoPs, and structures for ecommerce 
- Global website with CMS, ecommerce and payment systems. 
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- Internal and external IT knowhow for B2C use 
- ERP system for B2C use 
- Logistics and Finance systems for B2C use 
 
- Logistics & warehousing, Finance, Sales and 
Customer services, Marketing departments’ 
functions and processes for B2C use 
- Hummel brand for B2C use 
 
Through the exercise of the Seizing capability, all departments including Sales’ existing B2B 
systems and work processes included a B2C element, and with the launch of the new global website 
with pilot B2C ecommerce, Hummel had developed significant new B2C IT resources and business 
resources in order to align with the digital strategy (see Table 3). Nevertheless, the CEO recognized 
that launching B2C ecommerce, and having multiple sales channels, was just the beginning of the 
new digital strategy:  
“Going multichannel has been the biggest eye-opener for me. I never realized how multifaceted the digital 
environment was. It’s really important having a total picture of our online situation – what we are facing, 
where we are focusing our efforts, and why.” (Hummel CEO)  
 
Transforming Capabilities: Apr 2012 – Dec 2014  
Having built the foundational resources for B2C initiatives and with the launch of the B2C 
ecommerce pilot in Germany, Hummel began to expand the footprint of its B2C ecommerce both 
in terms of functional and geographic scope. The German B2C ecommerce site was expanded to 
include the full assortment of products. The global platform was also rolled out further with local 
websites for several key countries. In doing so, Hummel strengthened its brand consistency as well 
as brand control across countries. 
The roll out of full product assortment in Germany did not involve any further 
development to the ERP system or ecommerce systems, as they were built to handle scalable 
ecommerce from day one. Rather, it was a matter of ticking off all current products for sale in the 
ERP system resulting in the front-end ecommerce system automatically changing the “Storefinder” 
button (which was next to all products that could not be bought on the website - helping visitors to 
find the product in a local store) into a “Buy” button on the website.  
Following the launch of full ecommerce in Germany, Hummel began, over the next year 
and a half, to leverage the new B2C resource configurations to roll out further local country 
websites (France, Spain, Turkey and UK) on the global B2C website. The main purpose of 
grouping all countries on one platform was mainly to ensure a coherent brand experience across 
local websites, and to make Hummel products globally available via ecommerce in 2016. However, 
while rolling out the country sites, it became necessary to further customize the system to fit the 
different countries’ needs; e.g., France and Turkey, two of Hummel’s focal countries, needed a 
facility to upload their own locally produced Hummel products. The ecommerce system was 
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extended so that they could gain access to their specific part of the backend to upload their own 
products. At the frontend, all Hummel products would be showcased side by side as one aligned 
global brand. 
Hummel continued to refine and add to the system features in the ecommerce setup so that 
it would be ready for the large roll out in 2016. One of the resources that could be further leveraged 
was the existing ERP system and its integration potential. The data from the ERP system could 
now be transferred every minute instead of once every hour, as the IT department had become 
familiar with the ecommerce system, the integration and the data requirements. However, there 
were limits to how much the ERP system could be expanded. For example, the ERP system could 
not handle the increasing requirements for rich product data on the website (e.g., videos, product 
sales descriptions, customer comments, ratings, user generated images, etc.). After searching for a 
product information management (PIM) system to handle this, Hummel chose to access an external 
system through the ecommerce vendor, who customized a PIM system for the company’s specific 
needs. This system was then integrated with the ERP and ecommerce system so that all inventory, 
prices, product information and rich content could be showcased on the website. The new PIM 
system could furthermore export data to the Brand Button (a mini version of the Hummel website 
which was placed on third party online retailers’ sites as an iframe that opened as a light box), the 
mobile site that QR codes linked to the Microsoft Scala software used in the virtual walls in physical 
stores, and so on. Effectively, Hummel had built an integrated IT infrastructure by carefully 
wrapping the new consumer facing systems around the existing backend IT systems, which was 
tuned to the specific needs of the company.  
When the company wanted to launch m-commerce, as an increasing proportion of the 
visitors entered the website from a mobile device, the backend was again further reconfigured by 
adding a mobile checkout and specific tracking for this platform. However, an entirely new 
frontend had to be created, as mobile design and navigation are significantly different from a 
desktop version.  
As the digital B2C business grew, the workload for the Digital department increased rapidly. 
This was not only due to the internal workload, but also to external factors, as consumers shifted to 
digital channels for both sales and communications. Hummel had to create new roles in the Digital 
department in order to meet both the B2B and B2C customer expectation. This included a 
Copywriter (for enriching the product sales texts, the brand communication and the digital 
marketing campaigns), B2C Customer Service (as requests increased with sales volumes), and a B2B 
Ecommerce Specialist (to manage the B2B ecommerce platform, ensure that online retailers 
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followed Hummel’s ecommerce guidelines, including supporting them with digital content and 
material, as well as installation of the Brand Button, on online retailer’s websites).  
All the roles in the Digital department were integrative roles in the company. For example, 
the B2C Customer Service employee’s function was tightly integrated with B2B Sales and Customer 
service (e.g., to align the communication about delivery times or about production faults for 
products), Logistics service center (e.g., to ensure that the service center was instructed about 
individual returns and quality checks), Export (e.g., to be updated daily on local sales events, 
licensed Hummel collections, fake Hummel products and social media profiles that popped up), IT 
(e.g., regarding products that were not showing correct prices due to a mistake in the ERP system), 
Marketing (e.g., regarding missing packshots, new catalogues), and Product development (e.g., 
special collections with special attributes).  
Finally, as the digital sales platforms became a larger part of daily business, the sales and 
customer service workload began shifting to the digital area. A digitally savvy employee was released 
from the Sales department to work in the Digital department. The employee became the much-
needed link between the Digital and Sales departments. 
By now, Hummel’s managers and employees had become used to the company operating a 
B2C ecommerce business in addition to its traditional B2B business. The brand website with 
ecommerce facilities and integrated systems were running smoothly. All departments in the 
company were involved in different aspects of running ecommerce, and only a few regarded the 
new business opportunity as a threat at this stage. Even the CSO admitted that he had changed 
from being against B2C ecommerce to supporting it:  
“There has been a rather big transformation and change in my mind-set within only few years. I have 
changed regarding [ecommerce], I know now that there is only one way to go – and I could not even contain 
that sentence preciously! But I know that we will end up selling full assortment.” (Hummel CSO) 
 
For Hummel, the new B2C ecommerce business contributed to the company’s growth, both 
directly (by additional business) and indirectly (by influencing and controlling the digital B2C space), 
as the CEO explained, 
“We don’t have a big pressure on it [B2C] today, but I think that the hidden benefit will always be a lot, 
lot bigger. It’s like an iceberg. I think that for every 1 shoe we sell online, we have influenced 9 sales 
elsewhere.” (Hummel CEO)  
 
The B2C business had notably higher gross margins compared to the B2B business, and 
was more profitable. The B2C business also created greater awareness of the Hummel brand. For 
the first time in the company’s history, there was a direct connection between the brand and its 
consumers. Furthermore, Hummel had built a valuable and relevant set of digital capabilities. The 
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company could now take control of its digital presence and, more importantly, the relationship and 
interaction with end-consumers – a strategic control that had significantly enhanced Hummel’s 
market influence. The CEO commented on the strategic control by highlighting the business 
alignment the company had achieved, 
 “We have aligned our own communication and we have aligned regional communication, and we are on our 
way to reaching international alignment. We have the platforms aligned now, meaning that countries have 
the same platform. I think we had 22 or 24 different platforms [websites] a few years ago, which we have 
now changed into one.” (Hummel CEO) 
 
The B2C ecommerce sales were increasing every month, but the business was still carefully 
run as a brand support tool so as not to upset the B2B business. Although it was possible to push 
the sales more aggressively, Hummel’s management still did not want to focus on sales KPIs, but 
rather on giving the B2C consumers an excellent experience when they purchased from, and 
interacted with, the company. Therefore, the company neither invested in separate stock for the 
website, nor allowed activities that pushed sales such as visible marketing for the ecommerce sites, 
discounts or incentives to buy.  
The development of the new B2C digital resources proved to enhance the existing B2B 
business as well. The Brand Button and PIM system was built to support the B2B retailers, and the 
‘storefinder’ on the B2C website created traffic to the B2B stores and the digital knowhow, which 
the company had developed helped boost the B2B online retail sales. The CEO commented on this 
fact, saying: “We now have the professional tools and the capability to deal with online retailers in a successful 
manner, which we didn’t have before. It is in fact today close to 12% of our total worldwide sales. It was below 1% 
before.”  (Hummel CEO) 
In summary, the new digital B2C strategy, IT systems and resources shaped Hummel’s new 
business infrastructure and influenced the new organizational logic and patterns of integrating the 
different departments’ work going forward. The CEO summed it up, saying.  
“It is simply a transformation of the entire organization. Not only thinking and working with, but actually 
knowing what this whole digital thing is and how can we work it into every single part of the strategy that we 









Table 4. Transforming Dynamic Capability: Leveraging, Creating, Accessing and Releasing Resources 
 IT Resources Business Resources 
Leveraging IT department knowhow: 
- Further utilize IT department’s functions and 
processes for B2C use  
 
B2B ERP system: 
- Further utilize ERP system for B2C use – e.g., for 
marking all current products for sale on the B2C 
website  
 
Logistics and Finance systems: 
- Further extend B2B logistics and finance IT 
systems and integrations for B2C - e.g. for 
automated/faster returns 
 
Logistics & warehousing, Finance, Sales and 
Customer services, and Marketing 
departments: 
- Further utilize department functions and 
processes for B2C use 
- Further utilize warehouse, Service Center and 
systems for B2C - e.g. for new packaging, better 
shipment deals as volumes grew, etc.  
- Further utilize Finance department’s functions 
and processes for B2C - e.g. for incorporating B2C 
figures in management reports 
- Further leverage existing Marketing product 
images and marketing material for B2C use 
- Further leverage brand awareness for traffic to the 
website and brand desire for ecommerce sales 
- Leverage the Digital department’s functions and 
processes for further digital growth e.g., formalized 
management reporting, business unit budgets, etc. 
 
Ecommerce: 
- Launch full ecommerce 
Creating Hybrid Resources: 
- Create new roles: customer service, copywriter, online B2B support, digital trainee to ensure digital 
education 
- Local country websites on the global platform 
 
Accessing Content Management System, Ecommerce, 
Payment Systems and IT & Digital Knowhow: 
- Further access external systems and knowhow 
- Use vendor’s developers in order to continuously 
build and customize the ecommerce system to fit 
the company’s evolving needs – e.g., Created 
localized country websites on global website with 
local products 
- Use vendor’s developers in order to build “Brand 
Button” - a mini version of the website which 
could be installed as an iframe on a third-party 
website 
- Use vendor’s developers in order to build 
“BrandZip” - a product information management 
(PIM) system 
- Use vendor’s developers to build a mobile 
website and m-commerce 
 
Releasing  Moved a B2B Sales employee as workload (e.g., 
customer service, order management, etc.) shifted 




- Digital department 
- New Digital employees, including B2B Sales employee to be used for Digital Sales 
- Governance processes, SoPs, and structures for ecommerce 
- Global website with CMS, ecommerce and payment systems and new localized websites 
- Brand Button (iframe) 
- Brand Zip (PIM system) 
- Mobile website and m-commerce 
- Full ecommerce 
- Internal and external IT knowhow for B2C use 
- ERP system for automated B2C use 
- Logistics and Finance systems for automated B2C 
- Logistics department & warehousing,  
Finance department, Sales and Customer services, 






- Hummel brand for B2C use 
 
Table 4 summarizes how Hummel exercised its Transforming capability, leveraging and 
further developing IT, business and hybrid resources to significantly extend its B2C business and 
complement the B2B business.  
 
DISCUSSION  
Our research was motivated by the need to better understand how alignment can be 
achieved when a traditional B2B company decides to implement a digital strategy that inherently is 
transfunctional and leverages IT across all business processes. Whereas extant alignment research 
has typically looked at alignment between IT function and business strategies at the enterprise level, 
it has left open the question of how alignment of business and IT resources occur across multiple 
business processes. To address this gap, we conducted a longitudinal analysis of Hummel’s journey 
to enact its B2C digital strategy using the dynamic capabilities lens. Figure 1 below presents our 
overall model that resulted from the synthesis of theory and our findings. 
 
 
Figure 1. Model of Resource Reconfiguration and Dynamic Alignment for Digital Strategy 
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Process of Dynamic Alignment for Digital Strategy 
Our study first supports the view that alignment is an ongoing process  (Chan and Reich 
2007)  as seen by the long time period (nearly four years) required for Hummel’s transformation. 
Second, our study also provides deeper insights into this dynamic process. We show that this 
ongoing process follows, on a broad level, the three types of dynamic capabilities exercised i.e., 
Sensing, Seizing, and Transforming. Theoretically, the sequence of dynamic capabilities in the 
process is important as our study shows us that each particular dynamic capability is critical to deal 
with specific challenges at each stage of the alignment.  
In the first stage, the Sensing capability is required for alignment as there is a high level of 
uncertainty surrounding the new digital strategy, the implications for existing resource 
configurations and which new strategic and technological opportunities should be pursued. In 
Hummel’s case, the senior management, while conscious of the need for a new strategy, was not 
fully able to articulate the exact scope. Thus there was a strong focus on building resources to help 
it scan and make sense of the new digital strategy. In the next stage, the Seizing capability has to 
address the alignment challenge, especially for digital strategy, of the execution of extensive internal 
changes to different resources and transfunctional processes. Also, in digital strategy, the Seizing 
capability has to take into account the external digital technologies and platforms that could be used 
to align with the new strategy. For Hummel, the critical decision was to choose between the in-
house digital solution versus an outsourced solution and the series of actions required to support 
the decision. Finally, the Transforming capability deals with the final challenge to alignment, which 
is the full integration of the newly reconfigured transfunctional resources and processes with 
existing structures, resources, and processes. 
While this broad process is helpful, a third and more important aspect of this process is the 
micro actions enacted within each dynamic capability to achieve the ongoing alignment  (Karpovsky 
and Galliers 2015). Although, each dynamic capability could theoretically be exercised through all 
the four modes of leveraging, creating, accessing, and releasing resources, our findings suggest that 
there are distinct patterns as to the enactment of each of the modes with respect to the dynamic 
capabilities.  
One, leveraging actions were integral to all dynamic capability stages. The transfunctional 
and pervasive nature of digital strategy resulted in systems, knowledge and processes being 
leveraged from multiple departments – IT, logistics and warehouse, finance, sales, customer services 
- throughout Sensing, Seizing, and Transforming (see Tables 2, 3, and 4). For example, it was 
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necessary to leverage the existing ERP system to support the backend of the B2C website, and to 
adapt B2B logistics, finance and sales processes to support B2C.  
Two, creating actions were also equally important across the dynamic capabilities stages. 
Unlike leveraging actions that targeted existing resources, creating actions led to a new resource 
category that we termed as hybrid resources – a fusion of business and IT resources. Our study 
suggests that given the transfunctional nature of digital strategy, hybrid resources – in which the IT 
and business aspects were tightly fused - were critical to the ongoing alignment. The Digital 
Department exemplifies a hybrid resource that played an integrative role in the development of 
resources and processes. Specifically, we identify three lateral dimensions of the integrative work of 
the Digital department - 1) between IT and business (which is the usual focus in traditional 
alignment studies), 2) across various departmental processes, and with 3) with external partners. 
Because these hybrid resources integrated across these three dimensions, they were able to support 
many of the leveraging and accessing actions that required a strong integrative driver. For example, 
the “data wash” – which leveraged existing data, as well as created data standards and processes for 
the entire enterprise – required IT personnel’s involvement as they were familiar with the current 
product data repositories, the external vendor who was familiar with the new frontend B2C systems 
that the data would have to flow through, as well as the various business areas such as product 
development, sales and marketing, etc. who would have to use and input future data. The various 
roles in the digital department reflected this fusion and integrative focus. For example, the 
Ecommerce Coordinator was the connecting bridge between IT and vendors, between B2C 
ecommerce and B2B Sales, Logistics, Finance, Marketing, and between the HQ and the local 
offices.  
Three, accessing was primarily for IT expertise and systems from vendors and more salient 
when the organization was exercising the Seizing capability (to a lesser extent, the Transforming 
capability). This is consistent with the view that the systems and technical knowledge per se, are not 
enduring sources of competitive advantage. Hence, given the ease of extensibility in IT platforms 
and the need to reconfigure resources quickly to align with the new digital strategy, it is logical to 
obtain IT resources from external vendors. Finally, releasing was relatively minor in this case, a 
reassignment of certain personnel from the B2B to the growing B2C business. 
 
Iterating among Digital Strategy, Dynamic Capability Modes and Tensions 
While the literature has noted that IT does not only align to business, but that it also shapes 
business strategy, there has been relatively little longitudinal work that examines this dynamic. This 
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case provides rich detail on this basic notion albeit with a twist. In our study, we view business and 
IT strategy as “fused” digital strategy  (Bharadwaj et al. 2013); thus it is not so much the interaction 
between business and IT strategy, but between digital strategy and the resources and processes 
across multiple functions that are being created. We found cycles of moving first from a broad 
digital strategy, to tentative steps at resource reconfiguration, which triggered tensions from existing 
resources, which then shaped the evolving digital strategy (See Figure 1). 
Specifically, when Hummel exercised its Sensing dynamic capability, they only identified a 
new digital strategy at a high level. That resulted in the realization of lack of alignment with existing 
resources, then an assessment of what could be leveraged, and finally the initial creation of the 
hybrid Head of Digital position. We found that the attempts to leverage existing resources quickly 
triggered tensions – for example, from the CSO who was concerned about his current B2B 
distribution channels, from employees in other departments who were concerned about increased 
workloads, and from the IT manager was concerned about his ERP system that had been optimized 
for B2B data and processes. These tensions shaped the further evolution of the strategy – the B2C 
strategy is now articulated specifically to be non-cannibalizing. The tensions also shaped how 
resources and processes were created and leveraged e.g., the initial B2C website was developed 
primarily as a support and not a sales tool.  
In turn, this new non-cannibalizing position of Hummel’s digital strategy then shapes the 
next cycle of resource reconfiguration during the Seizing dynamic capability, leading to the critical 
decision to develop in-house B2C capabilities. The in-house B2C approach required significant 
investment and effort in expanding the digital department, adapting processes across multiple 
departments to support B2C, customizing a vendor solution for Hummel’s specific needs, and 
eventually launching a global website. The tensions continue to shape the strategy and resource 
development – for example, the initial website launch was for a limited set of products. 
As the resources and processes across multiple functions were reconfigured and aligned to 
the evolving digital strategy, they also had some influence over the digital strategy. This appears to 
occur through two ways. First, with the involvement of personnel from multiple departments, and 
through the integrative efforts of the hybrid resources (digital department), we observed that the 
mindset of the organization towards the B2C digital strategy gradually shifted to be more positive. 
With the shift in mindset, personnel in different functions also began to understand and appreciate 
the strategy, and their role in the new processes. For example, the CSO admitted that he had 
changed from being straight against B2C ecommerce to supporting it throughout the years. 
Secondly, the emerging set of reconfigured resources also began to suggest new strategic 
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opportunities. For example, the development of the new B2C digital resources proved to enhance 
and support the existing B2B business as well.  
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE  
We sought to understand how organizational IT and business resources and processes are 
created to align with a new digital strategy. Our longitudinal study of Hummel contributes to the 
paucity of research on the dynamics of alignment. It also complements prior studies on the 
dynamics of alignment (e.g.  (Sabherwal et al. 2001), by articulating that the broad process of 
alignment for digital strategy is not only about the amount or pace of change, but also about dealing 
with the evolving and emergent challenges of alignment—from sensing where and what changes 
and alignment to make (sensing), to tackling how to change and align (seizing), and finally to integrate 
the changes and realign the entire organization to the new digital strategy (transforming).  
 Our longitudinal model of alignment also shows how, across the interrelated dynamic 
capabilities, concrete and specific actions are taken to enable ongoing alignment. We offer a 
systematic set of four modes of action – leveraging, creating, accessing and releasing – and identify 
patterns in the way that the modes are used. In our digital strategy context, leveraging existing 
resources needs to occur across multiple business processes, throughout all three dynamic 
capabilities, and moves increasingly towards leveraging new resources and processes as alignment 
progresses. Creating has a strong emphasis on hybrid IT-Business resources that play an integrative 
role, and comes to the forefront particularly in the Seizing capability. Accessing focused on 
technical platforms, systems and expertise to overcome internal knowledge and resource gaps in 
new digital technology. Releasing played a relatively minor role in our study. Further research is 
needed to assess whether releasing mode is more major in situations where the digital strategy is 
positioned to compete with the existing business. 
Finally, our longitudinal model of alignment highlights the dynamic interplay among the 
exercise of dynamic capabilities, evolving digital strategy, and tensions. We see how the exercise of 
dynamic capabilities to develop new resources and processes can trigger tensions, and these 
tensions in turn may influence the evolution of strategy, which in turn drives subsequent resource 
development. Digital strategy should not be viewed simply as a stable and objective concept but as 
one that is tentative and continuously evolving. Having said that, we do not propose that the digital 
strategy of an organization would swing wildly from one focus to another. Instead, our study shows 
that there should always be a degree of tentativeness and that digital strategy would evolve from a 
broad strategy at the onset and converge as the organization iterates among its strategy, actions, and 
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the tensions that arise. 
With regards to the role of tensions, our findings somewhat resonate with the concerns in 
the extant research on alignment  (Galliers 2004)  in that existing configurations of resources and 
processes that had been previously aligned might pose significant constraints on organizations 
embarking on new strategic directions. This is especially salient for digital strategy since it typically 
cuts across different functions and entails the use of new technology. It is instructive to note how 
early tensions in Hummel’s case had significant ramifications on its subsequent approach i.e., the 
decision that the new B2C would play a support role and not a sales role. Future research could 
further explore the strategies that organizations could take to either overcome these tensions or as 
in this case, workaround the functions and resources by modifying and scoping its digital strategy. 
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